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WINTER 2022

Fresh ideas to make the most of the
3 Pantry Power

Remake a dated closet into a
storage-smart pantry.

4 Bringing the Spa Home

Learn how to create spa-like moments
at home.

5 Keep It Keto

Cook new, delicious recipes that
support your Keto lifestyle.
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Just Tell Me
What to Eat!
Nutrition expert Cynthia Sass offers suggestio
ns
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Child care
hinders
return to
workforce
For many women,
the cost of care
is prohibitively
unaﬀordable
NINA PASQUINI

The (Raleigh) News & Observer

St. John’s, which started in
a member’s home in 2003, is a
church that is orthodox in celebrating the sacraments, such as
communion, and also worships
in ways in which the congregation participates. It was considered a mission church and
not a full parish because of its
size.
Menees, then working as the
director of pastoral care in an

Cheyenne Stanley is used to
multitasking. Until February,
she was a manager at a 24-hour
convenience store in Raleigh,
where she ran the register, organized schedules, stocked the
ﬂoor, cleaned bathrooms and
dealt with customer complaints.
She worked while juggling
child care for her newborn, Serenity Bragg, who was born in
December, and her 10-year-old,
Rachel Goodwin. She’d wake up
at 3 in the morning to go to work,
where she ﬁlled out paperwork
under the ﬂuorescent lights of
the convenience store while it
was still dark out. At six, she’d
come home to Knightdale to
bring Rachel to school and Serenity to day care. Then she’d
drive back to work as the sun rose
over the highway.
Stanley’s multitasking has
looked a bit diﬀerent during the
pandemic. In February, she left
her job of ﬁve years at the convenience store to stay home with
her children. Stanley wasn’t the
only one. Hundreds of thousands
of women also left the labor
force, according to ﬁgures cited
by Politico. A MetLife survey of
2,000 working adults conducted
in September found that 20% of
women say they’ve had to leave
the paid labor force during the
pandemic.
Many women, like Stanley,
stopped working because of
child care. As schools shifted to
remote learning, families needed
a parent to stay home to care for
the children. More often than
not, that parent was the mother.
Functioning day cares had become scarce, and, without a
vaccine for months, there was
the added worry of children and
staﬀ getting sick.
“I made really good money
as a manager, but by the time I
got done paying for child care,
I was making less than I’ve ever
made,” Stanley told The News &
Observer earlier this year. “And
it’s always been that way. If you
work a full-time job and you
don’t make at least $20 to $30
an hour, it’s pointless to have a
day care.”
With COVID-19 vaccines now
available for adults and children
aged 5 and older, many hoped
life would return to normal —
and that included women going
back to work.
But as the pandemic continues
and new variants emerge, including the most recent omicron
variant, “normal” isn’t quite
here yet. Parents face new challenges before they can return to
work, with child care continuing
to be prohibitively unaﬀordable
for many families.
In a survey conducted by the
North Carolina Justice Center
and released in February, 30% of

Please see ROLE, Page A4

Please see CHILD CARE, Page A4

KENNETH FERRIERA, NEWS & RECORD

Mark Menees, the pastor of St. John’s Anglican Church, was recently named the archdeacon of the Anglican Diocese of the Eastern United States.
He has guided his church through the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as suﬀered a bout of the disease himself. “I think that’s what a crisis does — I
think it throws a roadblock in front of you but it shows you what really matters,” Menees says.

Pastor oﬀers hope,
guidance in new role
Mark Menees, the
rector of St. John’s
Anglican Church,
was recently named
archdeacon of the
Anglican Diocese
NANCY MCLAUGHLIN

nancy.mclaughlin@greensboro.com

GREENSBORO — Mark Menees jokingly refers to his new
assignment as “the Hammer,”
as some others have coined it.
“The arch demon,” the
72-year-old said of a nickname
that’s a play off of his new title — archdeacon of the Anglican Diocese of the Eastern
United States, who makes sure
canon, or traditional, laws are
enforced.
Menees is someone focused
on his faith but can also find
humor in it as well — such as
this moment when he references a deacon character in a
popular book that justifies the
jokes.
“The deacon in it gets killed
off and you feel he deserves it,”
he said of how the character
was written.
The appointment also makes
Menees, the rector of the St.
John’s Anglican Church, the
counselor to Bishop Chandler
Holder Jones, the spiritual
leader of the diocese, which
as part of the conservative
Anglican Province of America
includes seven states, including Florida and South Carolina.
He is the person who must
approve the ordination of all
elders and pastors and serves
to nurture them in a Zoom

LYNN HEY, NEWS & RECORD

Father Mark Menees leads the processional with Bill Wall, layman assistant (second from left) as service
ends at St. John’s Anglican Church on Sept. 22, 2013, in Greensboro. In 2021, Menees was named
archdeacon, counselor to the bishop of the Anglican Diocese of the Eastern United States.
classroom and by visiting their
parishes. One of the things that
caught the eye of the bishop was
just how well Menees had done
with engaging online browsers
during the pandemic who either showed up at the church
when it reopened or continued
to tune in. The mission of the
church is to draw more people
to the Christian faith.
“Not only did people come
back but we were actually surprised by the people watching on Facebook,” said Tim
Daughtry, a former vestry secretary. “The feedback we got is
that they wanted to hear more
of Father Mark.”

Repairs needed
Courthouse in High Point
closed this week after
water line break. A2
$3.00 •

The pandemic has at times
disrupted the work. Shortly after the July 2021 announcement
of his new role, Menees contracted COVID-19 pneumonia
and just in the past week finished four months of breathing treatments. Faith leaders
say the most captivating biblical messages often include
encounters with stumbling
blocks and how to get around
them. And Menees has quite a
few that have given him perspective, such as his battle in
2009 with the H1N1 flu virus
during that epidemic. He lost
60 pounds over 10 weeks.
“We learn pretty quickly

through these things the illusion of being in control,” Menees said.

Building up a church
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Partly sunny and
chilly. Weather on
A18.
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